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Mod.En (Modular Engineering) is an Italian company, founded 
in 1997, which designs and manufactures modular equipment 
to support testing parts in three-dimensional metrology.
Mod.En off ers to its customers the experience of its engineers 
to provide appropriate working methods in order to best 
solve all requests.
Mod.En gives his contribution for the completion of measuring 
instruments and machines, both to organize Full Control 
Islands in Production or Control Rooms and Metrology 
Laboratories.
Each Company’s business is driven by a philosophy 
ancient and actual at the same time: Modularity.
The modular equipment, developed for the fi eld of 
prototyping,  production for the conduct of particular 
activities in which they are placed repetitively, they ensure 
low investment, rapid delivery and fast customizations and 
modifi cations compared to traditional equipment.

Our Company

Product Main Features
The software packages EasyProject and Rainbow allow to:
•Make the graphic simulation of the project and the 
equipment to produce the complete “virtual equipment” 
on your PC.
•Implement the guidance computerized to assemble the 
equipment easily and quickly.
•Produce complete documentation and traceability of the 
fi xture for future use.
•Export the fi xture IGES model. Mod.En tooling systems 
combined with software packages have a combined cost 
savings especially compared:
•To the traditional equipment, which have longer periods 
of construction on the other hand to a smaller investment.
•To the fi xed equipment and dedicated, which present a 
larger investment, longer times for the construction of 
new equipment, costly modifi cations.
•The competitors modular tooling systems, which have a 
longer time for the reconstruction of equipment.

The tooling systems EasyFix® for 3D Measuring Centers are 
constituted by modular normalized elements and allow to:
•Rapidly build and confi gure fi xtures.
•Make quick modifi cations.
•Reuse materials when the equipment is no longer used.

COMPONENTS CATALOGUE
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EasyFix® is a system for an universal fi xturing and consists 
of modular low cost elements, abrasion resistant, developed 
for the assembly of any type of equipment support 
for applications on 3D Coordinate Measuring Centers.
A series of anodized aluminum alloy modules, suitably 
assembled, form a stable and homogeneous equipment for 
the support and fi xing of mechanical and / or stamped parts. 
The assembly of the part and the equipment can then be 
easily positioned within the working volume of Measuring 
Machine.

- Support and adjustment Beams
The Cross Beams easily slide longitudinally of the 
frame base guided by bearings, and their length is 
equal to that of the bays of the frame. Their position 
is continuously adjustable along the base frame.
Along the Beams a millimeter scale is positioned to 
provide a fi rst rough adjustment of the Riser Column 
when the fi xture is mounted.

Primary element of the basic equipment is the Modular 
support plate, which measures 200 x 300 mm and is covered 
by a grid of threaded holes M8, step 50 mm. On the principal 
surface of the plates a squared grid a laser engraved with 5 
mm step, on which are the coordinates X - Y, originated on 
one corner of the same. This off ers a practical and simple 
reference for rebuilding of equipment. It’s modular, and 
allows to join easily to other plates to obtain bases of larger 
surface area. The modular base plates may be replaced 
by a single plate of greater dimensions, complete with an 
array of holes at a  customizable distance, M8 threaded.
Alternatively, as a basis for medium / large parts (ex. car 
panels), a series of adjustable frames are available (EasyRef™ 
Series). EasyRef™ System consists of the following parts:
- Base adjustable frame
The generic support system with Rectangular frame 
off ers a wide size range with increments of 500 mm for 
the longitudinal axis and 100 mm for the transverse axis.
Can have an total length from 800 to 4000 mm, and 
may be produced in 3 diff erent confi gurations: one, 
two or three bays. It’s available in light or heavy version 
and can be positioned either horizontally or vertically.
On the longitudinal beams is inserted a millimeter scale, 
useful for providing a fi rst approximate adjustmentof the 
Cross Beams when the fi xture is mounted.

- Horizontal positioning of Frames
If the Base Frame is positioned horizontally, there are 
two important additional devices:
•Sets leveling plates, to off er support to the mounting 
frame between the Base and the plate of Measuring  
Machine.
•Side plates (two) to stiff en the Base Frame: when the 
machine must be removed and replaced to later use.
-Vertical positioning of Frames
If the Base Frame is positioned vertically (for supporting 
vertical part, such as the side car door) there is 
provided a kit of two squares, available in two versions, 
both for single-sided frames that double-sided. It calls 
for a third component center only if the length of the 
frame exceeds 3000 mm. Kits are available for frames 
greater of 1800 mm height. The leveling plates for the 
squares are included in the Kit.

Product Main Features
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As an alternative to fi xed 
columns are also available 
Adjustable Support Columns. 
The column is composed of a 
plate for the attachment of the 
base and a vertical guide to 
support and adjust the central 
column in its position; moreover 
the micro adjustment devices 
and closing are included.

Final reference modules EasyFix®
Is available a wide range of elements from the basic structure, 
which can be assembled starting, consisting of the base plates 
it produces fi xtures of all sizes and complexity. The cylindrical 
and rectangular (20 mm dia) supports are fi xed to the base 
up to reach the contact points on the part by means of 
specifi c supports for the orientation, the reference and fi xing.
In the construction of larger equipment, stronger elements 
can be used. Brackets are available for this need and support 
increased section cylinders (Serie 40). 

The set consists of two and under plates, the lower 
and the upper, mounted on the crossbar the column: 
the column can be removed and replaced and the 
device will ensure the high repeatability. In the 
“production control”, when is requested the creation 
of a high productivity “universal support”, you can use 
the same base to support many diff erent parts, rapidly 
reconfi guring the support with appropriate columns.
There are two possibilities:
 •(EasyFix®) the base plate will be fi tted with grinded 
bushings and M8 thread, for the perfect repeatability of 
base plates personalized support columns.
•(EasyRef) Cross Beam will be installed to cover all the 
positions that form the origins for the columns relative to 
the entire family of parts. In all these positions the lower 
plates will be located, and each column will have a top plate.
The fi xture can then be easily converted in the specifi c 
equipment to each particular family.

Product Main Features

allows the use
of the standard modular
components EasyFix®,
specifi caly choosen for the
function (orientation, 
support,
attachment, reference, 
etc.).
A special plate also allows 
to start the assembly of 
the support from any side of the column, with continuously 
adjustable position.
-Adjustable support columns
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EasyProject is a guide for the computerized design, 
implementation and documentation of the equipment.
When you have defi ned the “contact points” (Cartesian 
coordinates and vectors) in the part, from both the drawing  
and the CAD model, you can introduce them into the software.
EasyProject at this point provides an optimized positioning of 
the matrix of points within the volume of the selected frame 
basis, according to the “coordinates system of base frame.”
For each “contact point” and in relation to its function, 
we “virtually” constructed in every detail the sequence of 
components EasyRef™/ EasyFix® / Series 40 of full support. 
All components are available in graphical menus; auxiliary 
functions, such as 3D views, rotate and zoom, allow to reach 
easily and very accurately the “contact point” on the part 
with the element of the fi nal EasyFix® support. Step by step, 
therefore, will be built in virtually all the fi gures support to 
obtain the complete fi xture.

The fi xture will only need to be assembled and 
adjusted with a calibrated Measuring Machine 
for the correct positioning of the contact points.
EasyProject is also able to produce the IGES model of the 
equipment. This option allows to proceed to a further 
simulation of its realization as:
•The model of the fi xture may be exported in a CAD 
environment to check for any interference with the
particular support.
•The model of the fi xture may be exported into the
simulation program-parts of a machine to avoid 
interference with the measurement probe and detection 
problems.

EasyProject also produces a list of components, the positions 
of all adjustable elements (in millimeters and / or degrees), 
the assembly guide “step-bystep” of the complete fi xture in 
every detail. To facilitate the interpretation of the procedure, 
eff ective 3D views of the equipment and high magnifi cations 
are available. Alphanumeric and graphic prints complete 
the entire sequence of assembling material for tracking 
equipment in order to satisfy the standards ISO 9000.

EasyProject not only drastically reduces the 
manufacturing time of the equipment, but also allows 
you to proceed without the need of the physical part, 
until the fi nal stages of adjustment and calibrations on 
Measuring Machine.

Easy Project (Software for fi xture design and simulation)

Easy Project Light (Software for fi xture reassembly)

EasyProjectLight uses the same graphical environment 
of EasyProject. While not allowing the introduction 
of the theoretical points of contact and export IGES 
support, it is still useful for “virtual reconstruction” of 
the support made it once, and thus have a graphical 
guidance and analytical support for the reconstruction 
and documentation standards ISO 9000.
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EasyLock™ .... the fastest adjustable fi xturing system
- Defi nes groups of customization support to be placed 

on each column, composing them from the library of 
available modules.

- Defi nes and arranges the TSG for each point of contact.

EasyLock™ is the evolution 
of the modular EasyFix® 
system that allows a further 
considerable reduction 
in the time of design and 
implementation of the 
support: from weeks to

1-2 hours. This time includes also the “virtual building” 
support starting from the CAD model of the part, and 
certifi cation of the mounted fi xture.
Easylock™ consists of two main components: 
The modular mechanical components, which are:
- Basic Reconfi gurable Chassis.
- Sliding Cross Beam in the longitudinal direction (X.)
- Sliding Columns on the beams, in the transverse direction 
(Y) and adjustable in height (Z) The columns incorporating 
a device for micro adjustment of the position in the three 
directions XYZ.
- Heads for coupling the terminal reference group and the 
possible locking device.
- Modules for the columns changes (increases in  calibrated 
height). - Modules for the Terminal Supporting Group 
(TSG).
- Reference Terminals Modules (RTM).
The system is confi gured in standard kits that contain a 
wide range of modular components:
- Designed and optimized for typical applications.
- Easily mountable, removable and reusable.
- That allows a rapid adjustment and fi ne tuning of the 
support and reference points.

•The Rainbow software.
It is a ‘powerful 3D graphical interface, and easy to use 
fi xturing dedicated, foreverly “operator level”.
System operative sequence
The system operative sequence is as follows:
1.The operator imports the mathematical model of the part 
to be measured and for which the support has to be realized.
2.The operator defi nes the mathematical model of the piece 
the support points of the workpiece and the nature of the 
supports (sphere, plane, cylinder, shaped surface ...)
3.With the help of modules library and semi-automatic SW 
design:
- Defi nes and provides the support columns in 
the appropriate points of the base frame.

The same principle described for 
the EasyLock™ system is valid in the 
case of use of the MiniLock® group, 
for the description of which refer 
to the specifi c entry of the catalog.
Using a single MiniLock® group you 
can place a fi nal reference element 
in a cylindrical volume of diameter 
220 x 70 mm h, with accuracy of 
hundredths millimeters, thanks to 
micro-adjustments on the 3-axis 
integrated within the main column.

With this very cheap solution, therefore, may 
have the same advantages of the EasyLock™ 
system, both on the basis EasyRef™ (recordable 
frame), and EasyFix® (plate with holes matrix).
EasyLock™ is completed with the integration of the 
Sensilas Sensor or conical head of the magnetic latching 
ToolMag for measuring arms, which make it possible to 
further reduce the recording time of the fi nal RTM.

MiniLock®

4. The system produces a documentation that allows 
the measuring machine operator to construct the 
equipment carrying the TSG in the nominal position 
within a fi rst level of precision (+ / - 1 mm).

5.  Starting from calculated positions of the TSG, their 
dimensions and the knowledge of the size of the 
RTM, the system produces a list of positioning 
points for Measuring Machine that permit the 
accurate adjustment by RTM.

6. Using the sequence of points computed in step 
5, the Measuring Machine is positioned in the 
corresponding points one by one.

7. On the Column of Measuring Machine a dedicated 
sensor is mounted. This will calculate and / or on 
a suitable display will indicate the deviation of 
the characteristic point of measurement from the 
shown nominal position of zero.

8. According to the indication of deviation from 
zero obtained from the previous step, the 
operator positions the RTM until reaching desired 
minimum error (typically of the order of + / - 20
microns).

9. The operator complete the support groups with any 
lock.

10. At this point, the fi xture of the part is 
mounted and adjusted in tolerance, ready to 
accommodate the part to be measured.
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- You can clump into more complex components that 
can be reused with the same composition.

- The IGES model of the fi xture is automatically 
generated.

- The model can be exported for the “off -line” program 
of  the Measuring Machine.

- An automatic control of collisions is carried out by a 
calculation algorithm included in the software.

- You can be evaluated by viewing transparenz possible  
collisions.

In addition to the benefi ts off ered by EasyProject, Rainbow 
can support the project starting from the 3D CAD model of 
the part.
- The CAD environment available in Rainbow has the 
following features and off ers the following services, in 
addition to those already off ered by EasyProject:
- Compatibility with IGES and VDA. 
- Direct-to-point socket on the surface or from the list 

contained in the CAD fi le.
- Calculation of best-fi t for the positioning of a reference 

sphere tangent to the surface in one / two / three points.
The calculation is fully automatic and allows a 
considerable saving of time and tooling components, 
guaranteeing a high precision reference.

- Numerosi algoritmi di best-fi t anche per il calcolo degli 
Many best-fi t algorithms for calculation of the cylindrical 
elements are supported. (A point on the edge, two 
points on the surface at right angles).

- Many algorithms for best-fi t placement of centering hole 
/ slot.

- General outline of the points detailed tooling.
- Simulation and choosing the best location on the basis 

of the piece.
- The plate or the base frame can be chosen from the 

catalog or theoretically defi ned as a new base.
- The operator chooses from the catalog of all the 

components that must compose the fi xture, by selecting 
the coupling point between the various elements

- With a simple “click” the fi nal supporting component 
approaches in a very precise on the reference point

- Coordinates of the contact point and the center of the 
reference component are automatically identifi ed.

For EasyProject, for mounting you will have:
•  The printing of the assembly.
•  Follow the instructions of the virtual guide.

EasyLock™                  From weeks to few hours

EasyLock™ ... the fastest adjustable fi xturing system

45’ 60’ 100’ 120’
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Modular base plate

MODULAR BASE PLATE
            
Dimension: 300 x 200 x 20 mm                 
Code: PPB203002
Execution: Hard anodized alloy   
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

This base plate is the basis for small and 
medium-sized modular supports. 
With threaded holes D=8MA (50 mm step), 
origin in one of base plate edges.
On top surface there's a squared grid laser 
engraved (50 mm step).
It’s a modular element. You can build much 
larger size plates by joining together more 
base plates, using locking screws M6.

CUSTOM BASE PLATE     
      
Dimension: XX x YY x ZZ mm based on 
request 
Code: PPBxxyyzz
Execution: Hard anodized alloy   
(Hardness 65 HRC min)
also available in natural anodizing

This plate comes in the size required by the 
user. 
With threaded holes D=8MA (50 mm step), 
origin in one of base plate edges.
In correspondence of each row of holes 
there's a letter and of each column of holes 
a number.

Cross section on a hole Distance 50 mm

This plate comes in the size required by 
the user. 
With threaded holes D=8MA (50 mm 
step), origin in one of base plate edges.
The above mentioned holes of fixing will 
have the thread on the inferior part, while 
in the superior part a grounded buckle 
(diameter 10 mm) will be inserted.
In correspondence of each row of holes 
there's a letter and of each column of 
holes a number.

Cross Section on a hole

CUSTOM BASE PLATE WITH 
REFERENCE REPEATABLE 
BUSHINGS  
       
Dimension: XX x YY x ZZ mm based 
on request 
Code: PRBxxyyzz
Execution: Hard anodized alloy   
(Hardness 65 HRC min)
also available in natural anodizing

Distance 50 mm
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SINGLE-BAY FRAMES 
LIGHT / STURDY

Peripheral beam section 40x80 mm
Code: TCAXXXX48

Peripheral beam section 80x80 mm
Code: TCAXXXX88 

Execution: Hard anodized 
alloy (Hardness 65 HRC min) 

Cross Section of Aluminium profiles

Basic Frame for medium-large fixtures.
It consists of a pair of parallel longerons 
with longitudinal T-Slot, fixed throught cross 
beam and Joint Plate at distance of 300, 400, 
500, 600 or 700 mm.
The pair of longitudinal members forms a 
span. Therefore, in this version, they are at 
“Single Span”.
Along the longitudinal members is applied 
a line graph, which serves as a guide for 
the correct positioning of the mobile Cross 
Beams.
The frames are available in lengths from 800 
mm to 3000 mm.
The main longerons are available in two 
different versions: section 80 x 40 mm 
(lighter) and 80 x 80 mm (heavier and more 
robust). 

Peripheral beam sec.= 40x80 mm

CodeDimension (mm)

800x400

800x500

1000x400

1000x500

1000x600

1200x400

1200x500

1200x600

1500x500

1500x600

2000x500

TCA080448

TCA080548

TCA100448

TCA100548

TCA100648

TCA120448

TCA120548

TCA120648

TCA150548

TCA150648

TCA200548

Peripheral beam sec. = 80x80 mm

CodeDimension (mm)

1200x500

1200x600

1200x700

1500x500

1500x600

1500x700

2000x500

TCA120588

TCA120688

TCA120788

TCA150588

TCA150688

TCA150788

TCA200588

2000x600 TCA200648

2000x600 TCA200688

2000x700 TCA200788

2500x600 TCA250688

3000x500 TCA300588

3000x600 TCA300688

3000x700 TCA300788
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DOUBLE-BAY BASE FRAMES 
LIGHT / STURDY

Peripheral beam section 40x80 mm
Code: TCBXXXX48

Peripheral beam section 80x80 mm
Code: TCBXXXX88

Execution: Hard anodized 
alloy (Hardness 65 HRC min) 

Basic Frame for medium-large fixtures.
It consists of two pairs of parallel longerons 
with longitudinal T-Slot, fixed throught cross 
beam and Joint Plate at distance of 400, 500, 
600 or 700 mm. Each pair of longitudinal 
members forms a span. Therefore, in this 
version, they are at “Twin Span”.
Along the longitudinal members is applied 
a line graph, which serves as a guide for 
the correct positioning of the mobile Cross 
Beams.
The frames are available in lengths 
from 800 mm to 3000 mm.
The main longerons are available in two 
different versions: section 80 x 40 mm 
(lighter) and 80 x 80 mm (heavier and more 
robust). 

Cross section of aluminium profiles

Peripheral beam sec. = 40x80 mm

CodeDimension (mm)

800x800

1000x800

1000x1000

1200x800

1200x1000

1200x1200

1500x1400

TCB080848

TCB100848

TCB101048

TCB120848

TCB121048

TCB121248

TCB151448

1500x1000

1500x1200

TCB151048

TCB151248

2000x1000

2000x1200

2000x1400

TCB201048

TCB201248

TCB201448

2500x1000 TCB251048

2500x1200

2500x1400

3000x1000

TCB251248

TCB251448

TCB301048

Peripheral beam sec. = 80x80 mm

CodeDimension (mm)

1200x1000

1200x1200

1500x1000

1500x1200

1500x1400

2000x1000

2000x1200

2000x1400

TCB121088

TCB121288

TCB151088

TCB151288

TCB151488

TCB201088

TCB201288

TCB201488

2500x1000

2500x1200

TCB251088

TCB251288

3000x1200 TCB301248

3000x1400 TCB301448

2500x1400 TCB251488

3000x1000 TCB301088

3000x1200 TCB301288

3000x1400 TCB301488

3500x1400 TCB351488

4000x1400 TCB401488
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Cross section of aluminium profiles

Basic Frame for large fixtures.
It consists of three parallel longerons with 
longitudinal T-Slot, fixed throught cross 
beam and Joint Plate at distance of 500, 600 
or 700 mm.
Each pair of longitudinal members forms a 
span. Therefore, in this version, they are at 
“Triple Span”.
Along the longitudinal members is applied 
a line graph, which serves as a guide for 
the correct positioning of the mobile Cross 
Beams.
The frames are available in lengths from 800 
mm to 4000 mm.
The main longerons are available in two 
different versions: section 80 x 40 mm 
(lighter) and 80 x 80 mm (heavier and more 
robust). 
The frame may be used in an horizontal 
position, resting on the worktop by fixed 
legs, or in a vertical position, by means of 
special structural supports.

Peripheral beam sec. = 80x80 mm

CodeDimension(mm)

1500x1500

1500x1800

2000x1500

2000x1800

3000x1500

3000x1800

TCC151588

TCC151888

TCC201588

TCC201888

TCC301588

TCC301888

TRIPLE-BAY FRAMES 

Peripheral Beam Section: 80x80mm
Code: TCCXXXX88

Execution: Hard anodized 
alloy (Hardness 65 HRC min) 

3500x1500

3500x1800

4000x1500

4000x1800

TCC351588

TCC351888

TCC401588

TCC401888

KIT FOR BASE FRAMES 
CONNECTION

Code: KRT080048

Execution: Galvanized steel

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

- One pair of “special” galvanized steel 
screws, useful to attach two frames on the 
longitudinal side.

- A couple of aluminium reinforcement 
(CMT093700) anodized, with holes and 
fi xing screws, used to attach two frames on 
the front side.
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Registrazione principale

The adjustable cross ceam is formed by a 
beam with longitudinal T-slots.

It’s available in diff erent lengths: 400, 500, 
600 and 700 mm.   

Two plates for coupling to longerons of the 
base frame are installed on bottom part of 
the beam. On each plate is installed a pair 
of bal-bearings, which helps to maintain 
the quadrature between crosspiece and 
the longeron, in addition to improving the 
sliding. 

Along the longitudinal side of the cross 
beam is applied a line graph, which serves 
as a guide for the correct positioning of 
riser mobile column plates.

The cross beam is available in two diff erent 
versions: section 80 x 40 mm (lighter), and 
80 x 80 mm (heavier and more robust).

Cross section of aluminium profiles

ADJUSTABLE CROSS BEAM
LIGHT / STURDY

Section: 80 x 40
Code: TVMXXXX48

Section: 80 x 80 mm
Code: TVMXXXX88

Execution: Hard anodized 
alloy (Hardness 65 HRC min)

Adjustable cross beam sect. = 40x80mm

CodeDimension (mm)

L=400

L=500

L=600

L=700

TVM100448

TVM100548

TVM100648

TVM100748

Adjustable cross beam sect. = 80x80 mm

CodeDimension (mm)

L=400

L=500

L=600

L=700

TVM100488

TVM100588

TVM100688

TVM100788

COLUMNS WITH FIXED 
HEIGHT
Section: 80 x 80 mm
Code: CDS10XX88

Execution: Hard anodized 
alloy (Hardness 65 HRC min)

The column is formed by a profi led section 
of 80 x 80 mm, with longitudinal T-slots, at 
whose ends are hooked two plates: at the 
base a rectangular plate for coupling to 
the crosspiece with 4 screws, one the top 
a square plate with a M8 threaded holes 
matrix having 30 mm step.

It is available in diff erent lengths, from 100 
to 900 mm.

On one side of the lower base plate an 
indicator is positioned: it helps to locate 
the column position along the length of the 
mobile cross-beam, referring to the graph 
line on one side of the crosspiece itself.

On the upper plate, using the threaded 
holes, the reference and fi xing groups will 
be positioned. 

The column so may be positioned on the 
mobile cross beams to obtain the correct 
transversal positioning of the reference 
groups assembled on it.

Columns sect. = 80x80 mm

CodeDimension (mm)

H=100

H=200

H=300

H=400

H=500

H=600

CDS101088

CDS102088

CDS103088

CDS104088

CDS105088

CDS106088

H=700

H=800

H=900

CDS107088

CDS108088

CDS109088

Cross section of aluminium profiles

L=300 TVM100348 L=300 TVM100388
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'LIGHT' ADJUSTABLE 
HEIGHT COLUMN  

Height range: from 300 to 450 mm
Code: CLB304588

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

This column is formed by a fi xed and a mobile 
part.
The fi xed part is a column with an open side, 
in welded steel, 100x100 mm (height 400 mm). 
A rectangular plate for coupling to the cross 
beam is attached at the base.

Within the fi xed part, a column of aluminum 
profi le 80x80 mm cross section can slide 
vertically. Along one side of the column is 
applied a precision guide, that will slide within 
the ball-bearing carriages positioned into the 
fi xed part, thus allowing the vertical movement 
of the adjustable column. 

Both on the fi xed and on the mobile part 
precision bushings are enclosed, which allow, 
by means of adjusted pins, the locking of the 
mobile column in one or more repeatable 
positions, chosen by the user, in order to 
position the fi nal reference group at diff erent 
heights, depending on requirements.

Finally, inside the the mobile part of the 
adjustable column, on its lower part, a 
threaded bar fi ne pitch, complete with a 
threaded ring is inserted: it will allow to make 
a fi ne adjustment of the height of the mobile 
column, when the positions provided by the 
bushes are not used.

In its standard version, this column allows you 
to cover a varying height between 430 and 
630 mm. However, diff erent heights, according 
to the needs of the user, are available.

'STURDY' ADJUSTABLE 
HEIGHT COLUMN

Height range: 430 from 630 mm
Code: CLB430630

Execution
Fixed part: Electro-welded steel
Movable part: Hard anodized 
alloy (Hardness 65 HRC min)

This column is formed by a fi xed and a mobile 
part.

The fi xed part is a profi led section of 80x80 
mm, height of 280 mm, at the base of which 
a rectangular plate for coupling to the Cross 
Beam is attached.

At the interior of this section there’s the 
mobile part, which can slide inside the fi xed 
part and will be blocked in the desired position 
by means of pin lockings. The mobile column 
has a 60x60 mm section.

This adjustable column allows to cover a 
variable height between 300 and 450 mm 
approximately. The column may be placed 
directly on the mobile cross beams, or on the 
top of a rising column, and on it the reference 
groups may be mounted.

The position of the fi nal group can be quickly 
recorded in 3 directions: lengthwise, throught 
positioning of 
the crossbar on the base frame, transverse, 
throught positioning of the column along the 
cross beam, and vertical, throught recording 
the height of the column.
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Piastre e staff e di aggancio

DOUBLE PLATE WITH 
REPEATABLE CONNECTION

Dimension: 113 x 80 x 35 mm
Code: IAR119022

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

SINGLE COUPLING PLATE 110

Dimension: 110 x 80 x 13 mm
Code: PAC010813

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

SINGLE COUPLING PLATE 80
Dimension:  80 x 80 x 11 mm
Code: PAL010811

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

The coupling repeatability on the base plate 
is provided by 2 grounded pins, diam. 10 mm, 
placed on the bottom, suitably shaped, that will 
center 2 bushings on the top plate.

This base plate allows a rapid disassembly and 
reassembly, reproducing exactly the original 
position without the need for additional 
registrations. This condition is satisfi ed until the 
bottom plate is not moved on the cross beam.

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

MAGNETIC BRACKET

Dimension: 50 x 75 x 55 mm
Code: BMA507555

Execution: Magnetic iron painted
Attractive force: 100 Kg/f

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

LOWERED OPENED STIRRUP

Dimension: 85 x 20 x 8 mm 
Code: SAA080201
Execution: nickeled steel

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

13
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Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MAOPENED STIRRUP WITH 
MILLIMETER SCALE
    
Dimension: 85 x 20 x 20 mm 
Code: SSB080202
Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

OPENED STIRRUP WITH 
MILLIMETER SCALE

Dimension: 160 x 20 x 20 mm
Code: SSI160202
Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

OPENED STIRRUP WITH 
MILLIMETER SCALE

Dimension: 120 x 40 x 20 mm 
Code: SSB120402
Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

LARGE OPENED STIRRUP

Dimension: 300 x 40 x 40 mm
Code: SSB300404
Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

MiniLockTM  OPENED STIRRUP

Lenght: 145 mm
Output diam. : Ø20 mm
Code: MKT020145
Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

MiniLockTM DOUBLE OPENED 
STIRRUP

Lenght: 145 mm 
Output diam. : Ø20 mm
Code: MKT010145
Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

14
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Componenti intermedi

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MACYLINDER Ø20 WITH MALE 
COUPLING

L = 30 mm Code: MSC000203   
L = 40 mm Code: MSC000204   
L = 50 mm Code: MSC000205  
L = 110 mm Code: MSC000211

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

WASHER  Ø20

S = 2 mm Code: RSP000202   
S = 5 mm Code: RSP000205   

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

CYLINDER Ø20

L = 30 mm Code: MGC000203   
L = 40 mm Code: MGC000204   
L = 50 mm Code: MGC000205  
L = 110 mm Code: MGC000211  

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

CYLINDER Ø40

L = 50 mm Code: MSC000405
L = 100 mm Code: MSC000410
L = 150 mm Code: MSC000415

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

WASHER Ø40

Dimension: Ø 40x10 mm
Code: RSP000410

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA
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UNIVERSAL JOINT CUBE

Dimension: 40 x 40 x 40 mm
Code: CBA404008

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

SQUADRETTA 90° PICCOLA 
             
Dimension: 20 x 20 x 40 mm
Code: SQP040202

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

THREADED ADJUSTABLE 
EXTENSION WITH HOOKS 
HOLES
   
Dimension: 110 x 25 x20 mm 
Code: SRI110201

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

LARGE 90° ANGLE BLOCK
                    
Dimension: 20 x 30 x 40 mm
Code: SQG040203

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

ADJUSTABLE SUPPORT

Dimension: Ø1= 20 mm
       Ø2= 8 mm
       H= 20 mm
Code: SRA050304

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

16
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ROTARY JOINT 2 AXES - LIGHT

Ø=20 mm
Code: IGS000210

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

ROTARY JOINT 2 AXES - STURDY

Ø= 40 mm
Code: IGS004008

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

Maximum loading: 500 N

SMALL FLAT BRACKET 

Dimension: 110 x 20 x 4 mm
Code: MSF030406

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

It consists in two cylindrical blocks 
(diameter 20 mm) having a fl attened side.

The upper part clamps into the lower part 
through tie clamping. 

It allows to position an EasyFix® group or 
a fi nal reference element in any direction in 
space, by means of two axes (Roll & Pich).

It consists in three cylindrical blocks 
(diameter 40 mm) having a fl attened side.

The tightening of all the components is done 
by means of tie clamping.

It allows to position an EasyFix® group or 
a fi nal reference element in any direction in 
space, using 3 axis (Roll-1, Pitch, Roll-2).

STIRRUP FOR "V" SUPPORT

Dimension:  50 x 20 x 20 mm
Code: SFV050202

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

EXTENSION WITH SPHERICAL 
JOINTS

Total lenght = 211 mm 
Code: PSR211806

Total lenght = 276 mm 
Code: PSR276808

Execution: Nickeled steel, knobs 
in polypropylene.

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA
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Componenti fi nali

"V" SUPPORT

Dimension: 50 x 60 x 10 mm
Code: SCV900506

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

HALF "V" SUPPORT

Dimension:  50 x 75 x 10 mm
Code: SVS900507    LEFT
Code: SVD900507    RIGHT

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

HALF "V" SUPPORT LARGE

Dimension: 100 x 100 x 20 mm 
Code: SSV901010

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

UNIVERSAL ADJUSTMENT RING

Dimension: Ø20 x 10 mm
Code: GRU000201

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

MICRO REGOLAZIONE 1 ASSE 
VERTICALE MINI

Dimension:  Ø 20 mm
        H= 50 mm
Code: ISR080010

Execution: Nickeled steel

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA
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LARGE SPHERICAL SUPPORT 
ASSEMPLY

Dimension: Ø 20 x L 60 mm 
Code: ISF080020
Execution: INOX steel

CYLINDRICAL SUPPORT ASSEMPLY

Dimension: Ø 10 x L 60 mm 
Code: ICF080010
Execution: INOX steel

CYLINDRICAL SUPPORT 
ASSEMPLY WITH ADAPTING 
PLATE

Sphere dimension: Ø 16 mm
Upper grounded plate : Ø=9 mm
Cylindrical support height: 30 mm
Code: ISB001030

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)
Upper plate in temperated steel

Maximum load: 1200 N (for each 
axe)

SMALL SPHERICAL SUPPORT 
ASSEMPLY

Dimension:  Ø 10 x L 60 mm 
Code: ISF080010
Execution: INOX steel

LARGE CONICAL SUPPORT 
ASSEMPLY

Dimension: Ø 20 x 55 mm
Code: ICG002030
Execution: INOX steel

SMALL CONICAL SUPPORT 
ASSEMPLY

Dimension:  Ø 10 x 55 mm
Code: ICP001030
Execution: INOX steel

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA
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MINI MAGNETIC SUPPORT

Dimension: Ø 20 x 12 mm
Code: AMU000201

Execution: Painted magnetic iron 

CENTERING GROUP

Small: for holes from Ø 5 a Ø 14
Code: ICC014020 

Medium: for holes from Ø 8 a Ø 
22
Code: ICC022026

Large: for holes from Ø 12 a Ø 33
Code: ICC033039

Execution: INOX steel

MINI "V" SUPPORT WITH DOUBLE 
PLANE SUPPORT

Dimension: Ø 20 x 12 mm 
Code: MVC010202

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

MINI "V" SUPPORT

Dimension: Ø 20 x 12 mm 
Code: MVC010200

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

3-PLANES LOCATION SUPPORT

Dimension:  20 x 30 mm 
Code: SAR221008

Execution: INOX steel

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA
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MALE - FEMALE SCREWED 
ADAPTER

Dimension: external Ø= 28 mm
internal Ø= 8 mm 
H= 30 mm
Code: AFL281208

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

FEMALE-MALE SCREWED ADAPTER

Dimension: Ø12,5/M8, H=25 mm
Code: AFF001218

Execution: Nickeled steel

A series of specific adapters is available to use our elements together with the most internationally diffused fixture systems.

On the rectangular block there are two 
spheres Ø= 10 mm, the range distance 
between them is 20-40 mm. When a 
cylindrical element is positioned on it, the 
two spheres will automatically adapt at the 
pipe that they have to bear. Moreover, inside 
the block, there is a ball bearing, that allows 
the block to rotate around the ball bearing 
axle. 

TWO SPHERES SUPPORT FOR PIPES

Code: SDS000010

Execution: The body is in nickeled 
or burnished steel, the spheres are 
in INOX steel

Compatible with MiniLockTM code 
MKC020120.

It can withstand a maximum load of 1200 N /
axial planes.

SUPPORTO CON PIANO 
BASCULANTE SU SFERA

Code: PBS181303
Sphere dimension: Ø 10 mm
Upper plan: Ø 14 mm, amovibile

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)
Upper plate: hardened steel

Projected for supporting cylindrical parts. 

Made of a cylindrical base part and two 
pins tilted 45°, together they create a 90° V 
support.

The coupling on the base is possible by 
using a M8 screw or by campling with a tie 
closures.

V BLOCK TO SUPPORT 
CRANKSHAFT

BVC201225 for cylinder Ø 10-50mm
BVC201240 for cylinder Ø 10-70mm

Execution: INOX steel 
Base diameter: Ø 20 mm
Maximum load: 1000 N

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA
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Closures and campling levers

CYLINDER FOR CAMPLING 
SPRINGS
Dimension: Ø 10mm x L
Code: MCP000106 L = 60 mm
Code: MCP000110 L = 100 mm
Execution: Anticorodal steel

CAMPLING SPRINGS

Dimension: 9 x 15 x L mm
Code: MFX010106 L = 60 mm
Code: MFX010109 L = 90 mm
Execution: Light alloy 7075 (Ergal)  
natural anodized

TOGGLE CLAMP "LIGHT"

Dimension: 160 x 110 x 20 mm
Code: IFR030610
Execution: Galvanised steel

TOGGLE CLAMP "HEAVY"

Dimension: 210 x 190 x 25 mm      
Code: IFR061220
Execution: Galvanised steel

MORSA UNIVERSALE

Dimension: 180 x 80 x 55 mm
Code: IMM180805
Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

THREADED LOCKING CLAMP

Code: MSUXXXXXX
Execution: Galvanized steel

It consists of a terminal fork, operated by the 
screw knob.

This component is particularly useful for 
the fi xing of small parts, which can be so 
positioned in any direction in space.CodeMaximum aperture (mm)

25

50

75

MSU051525

MSU082550

MSU124075

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA
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Micro-adjustment

MICRO ADJUSTMENT 3 AXES 
MiniLockTM

Ø upper part = 40 mm
Ø lower part = 20 mm
Total lenght = 160 mm
Micro - adjustment range Z= 80 mm
Micro - adjustment range XYZ = 6 mm
Code: MKC020120

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

SPERICAL SUPPORT MiniLockTM

Ø = 20 mm
Code: MKS02000
Execution: Galvanised steel

SPERICAL SUPPORT MiniLockTM

Ø = 10 mm
Code: MKS020010
Execution: Galvanised steel 

CYLINDRICAL SUPPORT 
MiniLockTM

Ø = 10 mm
Code: MKL020010
Execution: Galvanised steel

It consists of a cylindrical tube Ø20 mm, in 
which a steel shaft is assembled. 

By a system of preloaded springs and 
spheres, at the interior of the cylindrical 
tube, we can perform radial and axial fi ne 
adjustments.

MiniLockTM allows to place the fi nal element 
(sphere or cylinder) within a cylindrical 
volume of diameter 200 mm, for an height 
of 80 mm. The same fi nal element can be 
micro-adjusted along the three cartesian 
directions (X, Y and Z) for + / -3 mm for each 
axis.

Advantage: Saving time in the assembly and 
final adjustment phase of a reference point.

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA
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MICRO ADJUSTMENT 3D WITH 
CALIBRATED SHIMS "LIGHT"

Dimension: 40 x 40 x 40 mm
Code: SSR404040
Execution: Nickeled steel

Maximum load: 500 N

MICRO ADJUSTMENT 1 ASSE 
VERTICALE

Ø= 40 mm H= 40 mm
Code: CLZ004040
Maximum load: 500 N

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

MICRO-REGOLAZIONE 2 ASSI 
"LEGGERO"

Code: SGR404040

Execution: Nickeled steel

Maximum load: 500 N

It consists of a cylindrical base block, Ø 40 
mm and 40 mm height, inside which can slide 
another cylindri-cal element of smaller diame-
ter.
The central element can slide through a me-
chanism driven laterally, which allows the mo-
bile part to assume “micro-adjust” positions, 
with a stroke of +/- 4 mm. A stud conical bolt 
locks the position reached.
It allows to micro-register the position of an 
EasyFix® component of any shape along the 
axis of the cylindrical module.

Composed of a base element, at the interior 
it has another smaller element that can move 
autonomously.
The calibration is possible thanks to 
calibrated tickness, which allow the radial and 
axial adjustment.
This particular allows the micro-regulation of 
an EasyFix group on the three axes.

The two guides could run thanks to a me-
chanism, driven by two hexagon screws, that 
allows the moving parts to take “micro-re-
gulated” positions (+/- 3 mm). It allows to 
micro-regulate the position of any EasyFix
component along the axial positions X and 
Y.due direzioni radiali X e Y respect to the 
cylinder axe.

MICRO ADJUSTMENT 3D WITH 
CALIBRATED SHIMS "STURDY"

Dimension: 80 x 80 x 30 mm
Code SSR808030
Mazimum load: 1500 N
Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

Composed of a base element, at the interior 
it has another smaller element that can move 
autonomously.
The calibration is possible thanks to 
calibrated tickness, which allow the radial and 
axial adjustment.
This particular allows the micro-regulation of 
an EasyFix group on the three axes.

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA
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MICRO-ADJUSTMENT 1 AXE 
LONGITUDINAL

Dimension: 80 x 80 x 40 mm
Code: CLZ808040

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

Maximum load: 1500 N

It‘s a group made by 3 parts: a base element, 
having at the top a double inclined plane for 
the sliding of the two central wedges; a pair 
of opposing wedges which, sliding on the 
previous elements, rise up gradually their 
upper surface; an upper element, resting 
on the two central wedges, which can be 
lifted, acting so as movable part for vertical 
fi ne adjustment.It allows to micro-adjust the 
position of an EasyFix® component in the 
direction perpendicular to the main plane, in 
a gradual and continuous way, for a stroke of 
+ / -5 mm.

DOUBLE SLIDE 2 AXES 

Dimension: 80 x 80 x 70 mm
Code: SAZ029090

Execution: Nickeled steel

Maximum load: 2000 N

It's a square section group of 3 principal parts:
- The central element act like a double guide rail 
on X and Y directions.
- The lowest element act like a slide on X direction.
- The upper element, which act like a slide in Y 
direction, it's 90 ° compared to the lowest one.
The guides are in hardened and grounded 
steel, and the scrollings are possible thanks to 
recirculating ball bearing. 
The movements are passive, that is the slids 
adapt themselves to their position, guided by the 
reference group centering on the element.
This group is equipped with a "zero" position, 
made by a grounded dowel that fit with 3 
grounded bushes. These bushes are positioned 
on 3 group blocks, when they are on the "zero" 
position they have the same axis.
This group is particularly suitable forfixture of car 
body, when you have to test the position for all 
the registration hole. error.

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

MICRO-STURDY ADJUSTMENT 2 
AXES 

Dimension: 80 x 80 x 40 mm
Code: SGR808030

Execution: Hard anodized alloy 
(Hardness 65 HRC min)

Maximum load: 1500 N

It‘s a group made by 3 parts: the central element 
in bronze, which acts as a double guide rail, a 
lower one and an upper one 90 ° with respect 
to the fi rst one; the lower element, which acts 
as a lower slide in X direction, driven by an 
internal screw; the upper element, which acts 
as an upper slide in Y direction, driven by an 
internal screw at 90 ° with respect to the fi rst 
one. It allows to micro-adjust the position of 
an EasyFix® component in 2 radial directions, 
being at 90 ° between them, parallel to the 
main plane, in a gradual and continuous way, 
for a stroke of + / -5 mm.

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA

Hooks with thread Ø=8MA
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3D Customized compontents 

26

Probe wire control

Special closures

Special closures

Wire probe dowel for repeatable coupling

Our new 3D components are made to solve urgent matters and/or 
specific needs. 
This technology enable to benefit from lots of advantages which we 
exploit both with EasyFix-Custom and like special components for 
EasyFix-Kit.

3D printing allows a 
surface roughness and 
a dimensional tolerance
less than 0.1 mm and 
the repeatability is 
guaranteed.

The innovative material used to make 
this particular guarantees lightness, 
an high surface hardness and an 
high mechanical resistance.

This process is very 
fast so that it allows to 
deliver in 48h, from 
technical drawing 
approvation.

Movable customized dowel
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Devices for fi nal elements positioning

SensiLas  Tastatore Laser per il 
microposizionamento

It is a new sensor, very practical for the final 
adjustments of the reference spheres of the 
fixture.
There is a display where each axis is represented 
by 10 LEDs: the two central ones (green), showing 
that the sensor is in an area of +/-0.05 mm. The 
other 4+4 additional red leds shows that the 
sensor is out of position by +/- 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 
0.20mm.
It is completely compatible with the Renishaw 
mechanical connection (TP2 like) and it can be 
installed on PH10 Renishaw Head.
The final tip has a particular shape (conical) 
that allows to refer on the reference supporting 
spheres, and adjust very quickly its final position.

Code: ITL000710
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Standard elements

Kit

Code: KVAXXXXXX

All kits are supplied with our software: 
EasyProjectLight (permanent license). This 
sofware is made to facilitate the reassembly 
of the fixture.

EasyProject drastically reduces the mount-
ing time of the fixture, and allows mounting 
even without the physical part, until the final 
stage of the regulation and calibration on the 
CMM.

Code: VCK503010

Code: XEL000001

All kits are supplied with a dedicated screw 
composition.

All the kits has a padded case for the 
transport of the components.

Code: ARM104510

Dimension: 800 x 600 x 900 mm

Standard kits

KEF202099

KEF203099

KEF200499

KER052099

KER103099

KML052099

KML103099

KER054099

KER106099

KERMLB054099

KERMLB106099

KERMLC054099

Basic KIT
Profi t KIT

Forty-Series Kit
Ref-5 Kit
Ref-10 Kit

Minilock-5 Kit
Minilock-10 Kit

Classic-5 Kit
Classic-10 Kit
Fitting-5 Kit
Fitting-10 Kit
Fitting-15 Kit

N. components
51
111
33
65
115
55
81

80
135
192
254
303
374KERMLC106099 Fitting-20 Kit

Code Name N. componentsCode Name

On demand is available a metallic lockers with 
paddded drowers and compartments to store 
the components.
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Basic Kit

 Code: KEF202099

MSC000205

MSC000211 

 PPB203002

RSP000202

RSP000205 

SAR221008 

SCV900506

SFV050202

SQP040202

SRI110201

SSI160202

TGF001501

VCK503010

XEL000001 

SSB080202

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=50 mm
Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=110 mm 

Modular base plate

Washer – Ø20 X 2 mm

Washer – Ø20 X 5 mm

3-planes location support

“V” support

Stirrup for Vee support

Small 90° angle block   

Threaded adjustable extension with hooks holes    

Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 
 indicator 160 x 20 x 20 mm 

Neoprene cap for M8 screw

Case for EasyFix® - Basic Kit

EasyProjectLight Software

Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 
indicator 85 x 20 x 20 mm

3

1

1

4

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

3

MSC000204  Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=40 mm 4
Code

AFF001218 

AFL281208

CBL000510 

CUB000510

ICG002030

ICP001030 

IGS000210 

IMM180805 

ISF080010 

ISF080020

KVA202099 

MCP000110 

MFX010109

MSC000203

Description
Female-male  screwed adapter

Male-female screwed adapter

“L” allen wrench 5mm

Universal handle allen wrench 5mm

Conical support assembly - 20 x 55 mm

Conical support assembly – 10 x 55 mm

Light rotary joint 2 axes 

Universal clamp

Spherical support – Ø20 mm

Screw composition EasyFix – Basic Kit

Cylinder for campling springs– Ø10 H=100 mm

Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 90 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=30 mm

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

2  

Quantity

3

This kit is appropriate for support of small parts and it has an elementary composition of modular 
elements.

Code: XEL000001

Code: VCK503010

Code: KVA202099

Code Description Quantity
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Spherical support – Ø10 mm
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Profi t kit

Code: KEF203099 This kit is appropriate for support of small/medium parts and it has an elementary composition 
of modular elements.

Code
AFF001218 

AFL281208

CBL000510 

CUB000510

ICG002030

ICP001030 

IGS000210 

IMM180805 

ISF080010 

ISF080020

KVA203099 

MCP000110 

MFX010109

MSC000203

MSC000204  

Description
Female-male screwed adapter

Male-female screwed adapter

“L” allen wrench 5mm

Universal handle allen wrench 5mm

Large conical support assembly – 20 x 55 mm

Small conical support assembly – 10 x 55 

 Light rotary joint 2 axes 

Universal clamp

Small spherical support – Ø10 mm

Large spherical support – Ø20 mm

Screw composition EasyFix – Profi t Kit

Cylinder for campling springs – Ø10 x 100 mm

Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 90 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling – H=30 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling – H=40 mm

2

2

1

1

2

2

2 

1

2

2

1

3 

2 

Quantity

6

9

MCP000106 Cylinder for campling springs – Ø10 x 60mm 3 

MFX010106 Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 60 mm 4 

MGC000204  Cylinder Ø20 – H=40 mm 1

MSC000205

MSC000211 

 PPB203002

RSP000202

RSP000205 

SAR221008 

SCV900506

SFV050202

SQP040202 

SRI110201

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling – H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling – H=110 mm

Modular plate

Washer – Ø20 X 2 mm

Washer – Ø20 X 5 mm

3-planes location support

Vee-Support

Stirrup for Vee support

Large 90° angle block – 20 x 20 x 40 mm

Threaded adjustable extension with hooks holes   

5

1 

1 

10

10

2 

2 

4

5

3

MSF030406 Small fl at bracket 3 

MVC010202 Small Vee with double plane support 2 

SQG040203 Large 90° angle block – 20 x 30 x 40 mm 2

SSI160202

TGF001501

VCK705013

XEL000001 

SSB080202

Neoprene cap for M8 screw

Case for EasyFix® - Profi t Kit

EasyProjectLight Software

2 

3 
1

1

7

SVD900507 Half Vee support – Right 2 

SVS900507 Half Vee support – Left 2 

Code Description Quantity

Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator 
160 x 20 x 20 mm

Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator 
85 x 20 x 20 mm

Code: XEL000001

Code: VCK705013

Code: KVA203099
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Forty-Series Kit

 Code: KEF200499 This kit has been conceived to integrate supplies made to support parts of weight and dimensions 
quite important.

Code
CBA404008

CBL000510 

KVA200499 

MSC000405

MSC000410 

MSC000415

RSP000410

Description
Joint cube

“L” allen wrench 5mm

Screw composition EasyFix – Forty series Kit

Cylinder Ø40 – H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=100 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=150 mm

Washer Ø40

2

1

1

Quantity

6

8

6

3

SSB300404

VCK705013

XEL000001 

SSB120402

Large opened stirrup  

Case for EasyFix® – Forty Series Kit

EasyProjectLight Software

Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 
indicator 120 x 40 x 20 mm

3 

1

1

3

CBL000410 “L” allen wrench 4mm 1

Code: XEL000001

Code: VCK705013

Code: KVA204099
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Code: KER052099

Code

CBL000510 

CUB000510

IGS000210 

ISF080010 

ISF080020

KVA052099 

MCP000110 

MFX010109

MSC000203

MSC000204  

Description

                  “L” allen wrench 5mm

Universal handle allen wrench 5mm

Light rotary joint 2 axes

Small spherical support Ø10 

Large spherical support Ø20

Screw composition EasyFix – Ref-5 Kit

Cylinder for campling springs Ø10 x 100 mm

Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 90 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=30 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=40 mm

MCP000106 Cylinder for campling springs Ø10 x 60mm

MFX010106 Campling spring  – 9 x 15 x 60 mm

MGC000204  Cylinder Ø20 – H=40mm

CBL000410 “L” allen wrench 4mm

GRU000201 Adjustment ring

MGC000203  Cylinder Ø20 – H=30mm

MGC000205 Cylinder Ø20 – H=50mm

1

1

2 

3

2

1

2 

2 

Quantity

3

4

2 

2 

1

1

2

1

1

MSC000205

MSC000211 

RSP000410

SCV900506

SFV050202

SQP040202 

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=110 mm

Washer Ø40

Vee - Support

Stirrup for Vee support

Small 90° angle block  

MSF030406 Small fl at bracket

SQG040203 Large 90° angle block 

MSC000405

MSC000410

MSC000415

Cylinder Ø40 – H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=100 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=150 mm

SSB080202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 
indicator 85x20x20 mm

SRI110201 Threaded adjustable extension with hooks holes   

SSB120402 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 
indicator 120x40x20 mm

3

1

3

2 

2

3

3 

2

3

2

1

3

2

2

TGF001501 Neoprene cap for M8 screw 2 

VCK705013

XEL000001 

Case for EasyFix® – Ref-5 Kit

EasyProjectLight Software

1

1

SSI160202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 
indicator 160x20x20 mm

1

Code Description Quantity

This kit has been conceived to integrate supplies made to support parts of weight and dimensions 
medium/large. It's appropriate for support of parts having a maximum of 5 reference points. This 
kit is particularly appropriate to support sheet metal, plastic, glass panels and for automotive and 
aeronautics applications. 

Code: XEL000001

Code: VCK705013

Code: KVA052099

Ref-5 Kit
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Code: KER103099 This kit has been conceived to integrate supplies made to support parts of weight and dimensions 
medium/large. It's appropriate for support of parts having a maximum of 10 reference points.
This kit is particularly appropriate to support sheet metal, plastic, glass panels and for automotive 
and aeronautics applications. 

Code

CBL000510 

CUB000510

IGS000210 

ISF080010 

ISF080020

KVA103099 

MCP000110 

MFX010109

MSC000203

Description

“L” allen wrench 5 mm

Universal handle allen wrench 5mm

Light rotary joint 2 axes 

Small spherical support – Ø10 mm

Large spherical support – Ø20 mm

Screw composition EasyFix – Ref-10 Kit

Cylinder for campling springs Ø10 x 100 mm

Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 90 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=30 mm

1

1

2 

4

4

1

3 

3 

Quantity

4

MCP000106 Cylinder for campling springs Ø10 x 60 mm 3 

MFX010106 Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 60 mm 3 

MGC000204  Cylinder Ø20 – H=40mm 2

CBL000410 “L” allen wrench 4 mm 1

GRU000201 Adjustment ring 4

MGC000203  Cylinder Ø20 – H=30mm 2

MGC000205 Cylinder Ø20 – H=50mm 2

AFL281208 Male-female screwed adapter 2

AFF001218 Female-male screwed adapter 2

CBA404008 Joint cube 2

ICG002030 Large conical support assembly 2 

MSC000204  Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=40 mm 5

SCV900506

SFV050202

SQP040202 

Vee – Support

Stirrup for Vee support 

Small 90° angle block 

3 

3

5

SQG040203 Large 90° angle block – 20 x 30 x 40 mm 4

SSB080202 4

SRI110201 Threaded adjustable extension with hooks holes 3

SSB120402 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 
indicator 120x40x20mm

3

TGF001501 Neoprene cap for M8 screw 4 

VCK705013

XEL000001 

Case for EasyFix® – Ref-10 Kit

EasyProjectLight Software

1

1

SSI160202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 
indicator 160x20x20mm

2

Code Description Quantity

MSC000205

MSC000211 

RSP000410

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=110 mm

Washer –  Ø40 X 10 mm

4

2 

5

MSF030406 Small fl at bracket 4 

MSC000405

MSC000410

MSC000415

Cylinder Ø40 – H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=100 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=150 mm

5

3

2

MVC010200 Mini Vee Support 2

RSP000205 Washer – Ø20 X 5 mm 5

Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 
indicator 85x20x20mm

Code: XEL000001

Code: VCK705013

Code: KVA103099

Ref-10 Kit
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Code: KML052099 This is a kit with the device Minilock inside, which is a particular component designed to perform 
microadjustments. It's appropriate for support of particulars having a maximum of 4 reference 
points. This kit is particularly appropriate to support sheet metal, plastic, glass panels and for 
automotive and aeronautics applications. 

Code

CBL000510 

CUB000510

IGS000210 

ISF080010 

ISF080020

KVA052099 

MCP000110 

MFX010109

Description

“L” allen wrench 5 mm

Universal handle allen wrench 5mm

 Light rotary joint 2 axes

Small spherical support – Ø10 mm

Large spherical support – Ø20 mm

Screw composition EasyFix – Minilock-5 Kit

Cylinder for campling springs Ø10 x 100 mm

Campling springs – 9 x 15 x 90 mm

MCP000106 Cylinder for campling springs Ø10 x 60mm

MFX010106 Campling springs – 9 x 15 x 60 mm

CBL000410 “L” allen wrench 4 mm

GRU000201 Adjustment ring

CBA404008 Joint cube 

ICG002030 Small conical support assembly – 20 x 55 mm

MKC020120 Micro-adjustment 3 axes Minilock™ MKC

MKS020010 Spherical Support Minilock™ Ø10

MKS020020 Spherical Support Minilock™ Ø20

MKT010145 Double opened stirrup Minilock™

1

1

1 

1

1

1

3 

1 

Quantity

1 

3 

1

2

1

1 

3

2

1

1

SQP040202 Small 90° angle block – 20 x 20 x 40 mm 1

SQG040203 Large 90° angle block – 20 x 30 x 40 mm 1

SRI110201 Threaded adjustable extension with hooks holes 3

SSB120402 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 2

TGF001501 Neoprene cap for M8 screw 2 

VCK705013

XEL000001 

Case for EasyFix® – Ref-10

EasyProjectLight Software

1

1

SSI160202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator 1

Code Description Quantity

MSC000203

MSC000204  

MSC000205

MSC000211 

RSP000410

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=30 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=40 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=110 mm

Washer Ø40 X 10 mm

MSF030406 Small fl at bracket

MSC000405

MSC000410

MSC000415

Cylinder Ø40 – H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=100 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=150 mm

RSP000205 Washer – Ø20 X 5 mm

2

2

2

1 

2

2 

2

1

1

3

MKT020145 Opened stirrup Minilock™ 2

Code: XEL000001

Code: VCK705013

Code: KVA052099

Minilock-5 Kit
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This is a kit with the device Minilock inside, which is a particular component designed to perform 
microadjustments. It's appropriate for support of particulars having a maximum of 8 reference 
points.

Code Description

CBL000510 

CUB000510

IGS000210 

ISF080010 

ISF080020

KVA103099 

MCP000110 

MFX010109

“L” allen wrench 5 mm

Universal handle allen wrench 5mm

Light rotary joint 2 axes   

Small spherical support – Ø10 mm

Large spherical support – Ø20 mm

Screw composition EasyFix – Ref-10 Kit

Cylinder for campling springs Ø10 x 100 mm

Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 90 mm

1

1

1

4 

2 

MCP000106 Cylinder for campling springs Ø10 x 60 mm 2 

MFX010106 Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 60 mm 4 

CBL000410 “L” allen wrench 4 mm

GRU000201 Adjustment ring

CBA404008 Joint cube

ICG002030 Large conical support assembly – 20 x 55 mm

MKC020120 Micro-adjustment 3 axes Minilock™ 

MKS020010 Spherical Support Minilock™ Ø10

MKS020020 Spherical Support Minilock™ Ø20

MKT010145 Double opened stirrup Minilock™

6

3

3

3

ICF080010 Cilindrical support assembly

Quantity

1

1

2 

1

4

1

1 

1 

MSC000203

MSC000204  

MSC000205

MSC000211 

RSP000410

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=30 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=40 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=110 mm

Washer – Ø40

MSF030406 Small fl at bracket

MSC000405

MSC000410

MSC000415

Cylinder Ø40 – H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=100 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=150 mm

RSP000205 Washer – Ø20 X 5 mm

MKT020145 Opened stirrup Minilock™

2

2

2

1

2

2

3

2

1

3

3

SQP040202 Small 90° angle block – 20 x 20 x 40 mm 2

SQG040203 Large 90° angle block – 20 x 30 x 40 mm 1

SRI110201 Threaded adjustable extension with hooks holes   6

SSB120402 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator 
120x40x20mm

2

TGF001501 Neoprene cap for M8 screw 4 

VCK705013

XEL000001 

Case for EasyFix® – Minilock-10

EasyProjectLight Software

1

1

SSI160202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator 
160x20x20mm

1

Code Description Quantity

SSB080202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator 
85x20x20mm

1

Code: KML103099

Minilock-10 Kit

Code: XEL000001

Code: VCK705013

Code: KVA103099
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Code: KER054099 This kit has a base frame, cross beams and riser columns included among its components. It has 
been conceived to support particulars of weight and dimensions medium/large. It's appropriate 
for support of particulars having a maximum of 5 reference points.

Code Description

CDS102088 

KER052099

PAC010813 

PBT040010 

TCA120548 

Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 200 mm

EasyFix – Ref-5 KIT

Assembly base plate 110 mm

Support foot for frame

Single light bay frames – 1200 x 500 mm 
(section 40 x 80 mm)

TVM100548 Adjustable light cross beam
 40 x 80 x 500 mm

CDS101088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 100 mm

KST000302 Kit of 3 spheres Ø20 for frame pre-setting

XEL000001 EasyProjectLight Software

Quantity

2

1

2 

4

1

3

2

1

1

On demand is available a metallic lockers with paddded 
drowers and compartments to store the components
800 x 600 x 900 mm.

Code: XEL000001

Code: VCK705013

Code: KVA052099

Classic-5 Kit

Code:  ARM104510
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Code: KER106099 This kit has a base frame, cross beams and riser columns included among its components. It has 
been conceived to support particulars of weight and dimensions medium/large. It's appropriate for 
support of particulars having a maximum of 10 reference points.

Code Description

CDS102088 

KER103099

PAC010813 

PBT040010 

TCA150648 

Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 200 mm

EasyFix – Ref-10 Kit

Assembly base plate

Support foot for frame

Single sturdy bay frames – 1500 x 600 mm 
(sezione 40 x 80 mm)

TVM100648 Adjustable light cross beam

CDS101088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 100 mm

KST000302 Kit of 3 spheres Ø20 for frame pre-setting

XEL000001 EasyProjectLight Software

CDS104088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 400 mm

Quantity

2

1

2 

6

1

4 

2

1

1

2

Code: XEL000001

Code: VCK705013

Code: KVA103099

Classic-10 Kit

On demand is available a metallic lockers with paddded 
drowers and compartments to store the components
800 x 600 x 900 mm.

Code:  ARM104510
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Code: KERMLB054099 This kit has a base frame, cross beams and riser columns included among its components. It's 
a kit which has as a base the EasyFix – Ref-10 Kit, in addition there's the device Minilock , which 
is a particular component designed to perform micro-adjustments. 

On demand is available a metallic lockers with paddded 
drowers and compartments to store the components
800 x 600 x 900 mm.

Code:  ARM104510

Code: XEL000001Code: VCK705013 Code: KVA103099

Fitting-5 Kit
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Code Description

CDS102088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 200 mm

CDS101088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 100 mm

KST000302 Kit of 3 spheres Ø20 for frame pre-setting

CDS103089 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 300 mm

CBL000510 

CUB000510

IGS000210 

ISF080010 

ISF080020

KVA103099 

MCP000110 

MFX010109

“L” allen wrench 5 mm

Universal handle allen wrench 5 mm

Light rotary joint 2 axes  

Small spherical support – Ø10 mm

Large spherical support – Ø20 mm

Screw composition EasyFix – Fitting-5 Kit

Cylinder for campling springs Ø10 x 100 mm

Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 90 mm

MCP000106 Cylinder for campling springs Ø10 x 60mm

MFX010106 Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 60 mm

MGC000204  Cylinder Ø20 – H=40mm

CBL000410 “L” allen wrench 4 mm

GRU000201 Adjustment ring

AFL281208 Male-female screwed adapter 

CBL000610 “L” allen wrench 6 mm

CUB000620 Universal handle allen wrench 6 mm

ICC014020 Centering group Ø5 – Ø14

ICC022026 Centering group Ø8 – Ø22

IVF000808 Neoprene Toe with threaded shrank L=80mm

MKC020120 Micro-adjustment 3 axes Minilock™

MKS020010 Spherical support Minilock™ Ø10

MKS020020 Spherical support Minilock™ Ø20

MKL020010 Cylindrical support Minilock™

Quantity

2

3

1

1

1

1

4

4

3

1

6

4

4

6

3

1

4

3

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

2

1

MSC000203

MSC000204  

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=30 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=40 mm

MKT010145 Double opened stirrup Minilock™

MKT020145 Opened stirrup Minilock™

8

6

2

4
Code Description Quantity

SSI160202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator 
160 x 20 x 20 mm

3

PAC010813 

PBT040010 

TCA150648 

Assembly base plate 110 mm

Support foot for frame

Single light bay frames 1200 x 600 mm 
(sezione 40 x 80 mm)

4 

4

1

TVM100648 Single light bay frames 
40 x 80 x 600 mm

4 

XEL000001 EasyProjectLight Software 1

MSC000205

MSC000211 

RSP000410

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=110 

Washer Ø40

4

4 

6

MSC000405

MSC000410

Cylinder Ø40 – H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=100 mm

6

3

RSP000205 Washer – Ø20 X 5 mm 10

PSR230806 Extension with spherical joints 230mm 1

RSP000202 Washer – Ø20 X 2 mm 16

SAA080201

SFV050202

SQP040202 

Lowered opened stirrup

Stirrup for Vee support

Small 90° angle block  

3 

2

6

SQG040203 Large 90° angle block – 20 x 30 x 40 mm 3

SSB080202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator 
85 x 20 x 20 mm

4

SRI110201 Threaded adjustable extension with hooks holes  12

SSB120402 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator
120 x 40 x 20 mm

4

SCV900506 Vee support 2 

SRA050304 Adjustable support 2

SSB300404 Large opened stirrup 1
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Code: KERMLB106099 This kit has a base frame, cross beams and riser columns included among its components. It's a 
kit which has as a base the kit CLASSIC-5 KIT and the PROFIT KIT, in addition there's the device 
Minilock, which is a particular component designed to perform micro-adjustments, andtwo 
modular base plates PPB203002. 

On demand is available a metallic lockers with paddded 
drowers and compartments to store the components
800 x 600 x 900 mm.

Code: ARM104510

Code: XEL000001Code: VCK705013 Code: KVA103099

Fitting-10 Kit
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Code Description

CDS102088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 200 mm

CDS101088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 100 mm

KST000302

CDS103088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 300 mm

CBL000510 

CUB000510

IGS000210 

ISF080010 

ISF080020

KVA103099 

MCP000110 

MFX010109

“L” allen wrench 5 mm

Universal handle allen wrench 5 mm

 Light rotary joint 2 axes

Small spherical support – Ø10 mm

Large spherical support – Ø20 mm

Screw composition EasyFix – Fitting-10 Kit

Cylinder for campling springs Ø10 x 100 mm

Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 90 mm

MCP000106 Cylinder for campling springs Ø10 x 60mm

MFX010106 Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 60 mm

MGC000204  Cylinder Ø20 – H=40mm

CBL000410 “L” allen wrench 4 mm

GRU000201 Adjustment ring

AFL281208 Male-female screwed adapter   

CBL000610 “L” allen wrench 6 mm

CUB000620 Universal handle allen wrench 6 mm

ICC014020 Centering group Ø5 - Ø14

ICC022026 Centering group Ø8 - Ø22

IVF000808 Neoprene Toe with threaded shrank L=80mm

MKC020120 Micro-adjustment 3 axes Minilock™

MKS020010 Spherical support Minilock™ Ø10

MKS020020 Spherical support Minilock™ Ø20

MKT010145 Double opened stirrup Minilock™

MKL020010 Cylindrical support Minilock™

ICC033039 Centering group Ø12 - Ø33

Quantity

2

3

1

1

1

1

6 

6

4

1

8

6 

6 

8 

4

1

6

4

1

1

1 

2 

2

6

6

4

3

2

1 

Kit of 3 spheres Ø20 for frame pre-setting adjustment

Code Description Quantity

SSI160202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 
indicator 160x20x20mm

4

PAC010813 

PBT040010 

TCA150648 

Assembly base plate 110 mm

Support foot for frame

Single light bay frames – 1500 x 600 mm 
(sezione 40 x 80 mm)

4 

4

1

TVM100648 Adjustable light cross beam 4 

XEL000001 EasyProjectLight Software 1

MSC000205

MSC000211 

RSP000410

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=110 mm

Washer Ø40

6

4 

8

MSC000405

MSC000410

Cylinder Ø40 – H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=100 mm

6

3

RSP000205 Washer – Ø20 X 5 mm 15

PSR230806 Extension with spherical joints 230mm 1

RSP000202 Washer – Ø20 X 2 mm 20

SAA080201

SFV050202

SQP040202 

Lowered opened stirrup

Stirrup for Vee support

Small 90° angle block – 20 x 20 x 40 mm

4 

2

8

SQG040203 Large 90° angle block – 20 x 30 x 40 mm 4

SSB080202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 
indicator 85x20x20mm

6

SRI110201 Threaded adjustable extension with hooks holes     16

SSB120402 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale 
indicator 120 x 40 x 20 mm 

6

SCV900506 Vee support 2 

SRA050304 Adjustable Support 3

SSB300404 Large opened stirrup   2

MSC000203

MSC000204  

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=30 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=40 mm

MKT020145 Opened stirrup Minilock™

10

8

6

MSC000415 Cylinder Ø40 – H=150 mm 1

PSR120806 Extension with spherical joints 120mm 1

PPB203002 Modular plate 2
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Code: KERMLC054099 This kit has two base frames, cross beams and risercolumns included among its components. 
It's a kit which has as a base two kits FITTING 5 KIT. 

On demand is available a metallic lockers with paddded 
drowers and compartments to store the components
800 x 600 x 900 mm.

Code: ARM104510

Code: XEL000001Code: VCK705013 Code: KVA103099
Code: KVA052099

Fitting-15 Kit
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Code Description Quantity

CDS102088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 200 mm 4

CDS101088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 100 mm 6

KST000302 Kit of 3 spheres Ø20 for frame pre-setting 2

CDS103088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 300 mm 2

CBL000510 

CUB000510

IGS000210 

ISF080010 

ISF080020

KVA103099 

MCP000110 

“L” allen wrench 5 mm

Universal handle allen wrench 5 mm

 Light rotary joint 2 axes

Small spherical suppor – Ø10 mm

Large spherical support – Ø20 mm

Screw composition EasyFix – Fitting-10

Cylinder for campling springs – Ø10 x 100 mm

2

2

8 

6

4

1

10 

MCP000106 Cylinder for campling springs – Ø10 x 60mm 6 

CBL000410 “L” allen wrench 4 mm 2

GRU000201 Adjustment ring 6

AFL281208 Male-female screwed adapter 8

CBL000610 “L” allen wrench 6 mm 2

CUB000620 Universal handle allen wrench 6 mm 2

ICC014020 Centering group Ø 5 Ø14 mm 2 

ICC022026 Centering group Ø 8 Ø22 mm 3 

IVF000808 Neoprene Toe with threaded shrank L=80mm 2

MFX010109 Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 90 mm

MFX010106 Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 60 mm

6 

10 

MGC000204  

MKC020120

MKS020010

MKL020010

Cylinder Ø20 – H=40mm

Micro-adjustment 3 axes MiniLock ™ MKC

Spherical Support Minilock ™ Ø10

Cylindrical Support Minilock ™

4

8

6

2

ICC033039 Centering group Ø12 Ø33 mm 2 

CDS104088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 400 mm 2

IFR030610

IFR061220 

Toggle clamp 160 x 110 x 20 mm

Toggle clamp leva 210 x190 x 25 mm

4

2

KRT080048 Fixing Connection Kit for bay frames 1

KVA052099 Screw composition EasyFix – Fitting-5 1

MKS020020 Spherical Support Minilock ™ Ø20 4

MSC000203

MSC000204  

MKT010145

MKT020145

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling – H=30 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling – H=40 mm

Staff a asolata doppia Minilock ™

Opened stirrup Minilock ™

12

10

4

8

Code Description Quantity

SSI160202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator 
160 x 20 x 20 mm

4

PAC010813 

PBT040010 

TCA150648 

Single assembly base plate 110 mm

Support foot for the frame

Single light bay frames 1500 x 600 mm 
(section 40 x 80 mm)

4 

8

2

TVM100648 Adjustable light cross beam 8 

XEL000001 EasyProjectLight Software 1

MSC000205

MSC000211 

RSP000410

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling – H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling – H=110 mm

Washer  Ø40 x 10 mm 

8

3 

10

MSC000405

MSC000410

Cylinder Ø40 – H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=100 mm

6

4

RSP000205 Washer – Ø20 X 5 mm 16

PSR230806 Extension with spherical joints 230mm 2

RSP000202 Washer – Ø20 X 2 mm 20

SAA080201

SFV050202

SQP040202 

Lowered opened stirrup

Stirrup for “Vee” support

Large 90° angle block – 20 x 20 x 40 mm

4 

2

8

SQG040203 Large 90° angle block – 20 x 30 x 40 mm 4

SSB080202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator 
85 x 20 x 20 mm

8

SRI110201 Threaded adjustable extension with hooks holes 18

SSB120402 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator
120 x 40 x 20 mm

4

SCV900506 “Vee” Support 2 

SRA050304 Adjustable support 6

SSB300404 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator
160x20x20mm

4

MSC000415 Cylinder Ø40 – H=150 mm 2

PSR120806 Extension with spherical joints 120mm 2

PNA010121 

PRV061221

Neopreme tip for toggle clam

Extention for IFR061220

6 

2
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Code: KERMLC106099 This kit has two base frames, cross beams and riser columns included among its components. 
It's a kit which has as a base two kits 2 Fitting-15 Kits and 2 Profit Kits, with in addition a 
modular base frame.

On demand is available a metallic lockers with paddded 
drowers and compartments to store the components
800 x 600 x 900 mm.

Code:  ARM104510

Code: XEL000001Code: VCK705013 Code: KVA052099
Code: KVA103099

Fitting-20 Kit
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MKS020020 Spherical support Minilock Ø20 4

Code Description Quantity

CDS102088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 200 mm 4

CDS101088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 100 mm 6

KST000302 Kit of 3 spheres Ø20 for frame pre-setting 2

CDS103088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 300 mm 2

CBL000510 

CUB000510

IGS000210 

ISF080010 

ISF080020

KVA103099 

MCP000110 

“L” allen wrench 5 mm

Universal handle allen wrench 5 mm

Light rotary joint 2 axes 

Small spherical support – Ø10 mm

Large spherical support – Ø20 mm

Screw composition EasyFix – Fitting-10

Cylinder for campling springs – Ø10 x 100 mm

2

2

10 

8

6

1

12 

MCP000106 Cylinder for campling springs – Ø10 x 60mm 8 

CBL000410 “L” allen wrench 4 mm 2

GRU000201 Adjustment ring 8

AFL281208 Male-female screwed adapter 10

CBL000610 “L” allen wrench 6 mm 2

CUB000620 Universal handle allen wrench 6 mm 2

ICC014020 Centering group Ø5 - Ø14 2 

ICC022026 Centering group Ø8 - Ø22 4 

IVF000808 Neoprene Toe with threaded shrank L=80mm 2

MFX010109 Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 90 mm 8 

MFX010106 Campling spring – 9 x 15 x 60 mm 12 

MGC000204  

MKC020120

MKS020010

MKL020010

Cylinder Ø20 – H=40mm

Micro-adjustment 3 axes Minilock™ MKC

Spherical support Minilock Ø10

Cylindrical support Minilock

6

8

6

2

ICC033039 Centering group Ø12 - Ø33 2 

CDS104088 Fixed height column – 80 x 80 x 400 mm 2

IFR030610

IFR061220 

Toggle clamp 160 x 110 x 20 mm

Toggle clamp 210 x 190 x 25 mm

4 

2

KRT080048 Fixing Connection Kit for bay frames 1

KVA052099 Screw composition EasyFix – Fitting-5 1

MSC000203

MSC000204  

MKT010145

MKT020145

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=30 

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=40 

Double opened stirrup

Opened stirrup Minilock™

15

12

4

8

Code Description Quantity

SSI160202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator
160 x 20 x 20 mm

6

PAC010813 

PBT040010 

TCA150648 

Single assembly base plate 110 mm

Support foot for the frame

Single light bay frames 1500 x 600mm 
(section 40 x 80 mm)

4 

8

2

TVM100648 Adjustable light cross beam 8 

XEL000001 EasyProjectLight Software 1

MSC000205

MSC000211 

RSP000410

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=50 

Cylinder Ø20 with male coupling H=110 

Washer Ø40

10

6

12

MSC000405

MSC000410

Cylinder Ø40 – H=50 mm

Cylinder Ø40 – H=100 mm

8

5

RSP000205 Washer – Ø20 X 5 mm 20

PSR230806 Extension with spherical joints 230mm 3

RSP000202 Washer – Ø20 X 2 mm 30

SAA080201

SFV050202

SQP040202 

Lowered opened stirrup

Stirrup for “Vee” support

Large 90° angle block- 20 x 20 x 40 mm

6

4

10

SQG040203 Large 90° angle block  – 20 x 30 x 40 mm 6

SSB080202 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator 
85 x 20 x 20 mm

10

SRI110201 Threaded adjustable extension with hooks 20

SSB120402 Opened stirrup with millimeter scale indicator
120 x 40 x 20 mm

8

SCV900506 “Vee” Support 4 

SRA050304 Adjustable support 6

SSB300404 Large opened stirrup 4

MSC000415 Cylinder Ø40 – H=150 mm 2

PSR120806 Extension with spherical joints 120mm 2

PNA010121 

PRV061221

Neopreme tip for toggle clam

Extention for IFR061220

6 

2

PPB203002 Modular base plate 2

Texts and images on this catalogue do not constitute any commitment on the part of our company, which reserves

the right to make any alterations it may consider suitable, without notice.
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Mod.En distributors worlwide:

Wollow us on:

Benelux
Germany
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Spain
United Kingdom

Mexico
USA & Canada
Brasil

China
India
Iran
Turkey

EUROPE AMERICA ASIA

Our international Network of technical support will offer you advices, possibility of modification for any control fixture.

Modular fixtures for metrology and assembly

Metrology labs and industrial climate controlled enclosures

Data acquisition and quality process optimization 

Modular system for CMM loading/unloading

Genova Street, 23
10098 Rivoli (TO) - Italy

Mod.En S.r.l.
modular-engineering.com +39.011.95.95.078 info@moden.it


